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Abstract

Most existing work on learning planning models
assumes that the entire model needs to be learned
from scratch. A more realistic situation is that the
planning agent has an incomplete model which it
needs to refine through learning. In this paper we
propose and evaluate a method for doing this. Our
method takes as input an incomplete model (with
missing preconditions and effects in the actions),
as well as a set of plan traces that are known to be
correct. It outputs a “refined” model that not only
captures additional precondition/effect knowledge
about the given actions, but also “macro actions”.
We use a MAX-SAT framework for learning, where
the constraints are derived from the executability
of the given plan traces, as well as the precondi-
tions/effects of the given incomplete model. Unlike
traditional macro-action learners which use macros
to increase the efficiency of planning (in the con-
text of a complete model), our motivation for learn-
ing macros is to increase the accuracy (robust-
ness) of the plans generated with the refined model.
We demonstrate the effectiveness of our approach
through a systematic empirical evaluation.

1 Introduction

Most work in planning assumes that complete domain models
are given as input in order to synthesize plans. However, there
is increasing awareness that building domain models at any
level of completeness presents steep challenges for domain
creators. Indeed, recent work in web-service composition (c.f.
[Bertoli et al., 2010; Hoffmann et al., 2007]) and work-flow
management (c.f. [Blythe et al., 2004]) suggest that depen-
dence on complete models can well be the real bottle-neck
inhibiting applications of current planning technology.

Incomplete models present two challenges: how to pro-
duce robust plans despite partial knowledge [Kambham-
pati, 2007; Nguyen et al., 2011; Weber and Bryce, 2011;
Garland and Lesh, 2002] and how to improve the models over
time through learning. It is this later challenge–refining in-
complete models, that is the focus of the current paper. Al-
though there has been some work on learning planning mod-
els from plan traces (c.f. [Yang et al., 2007; Zhuo et al., 2010;

Zettlemoyer et al., 2005]), most of it is aimed at learning plan-
ning models from scratch. In contrast, we are interested in
the problem of refining an incomplete model through learn-
ing. In this paper we propose and evaluate a novel method
for doing this. Our method takes as input a partially specified
domain model (with missing preconditions and effects in the
actions), as well as a set of plan traces that are known to be
correct. It outputs a “refined” model that not only captures ad-
ditional precondition/effect knowlege about the given actions,
but also “macro actions.” In the first phase, we mine candidate
macros mined from the plan traces, and in the second phase
we learn precondition/effect models both for the primitive ac-
tions and the macro actions. Finally we use the refined model
to do planning (where the planner is biased towards using the
learned macro actions where possible).

We use the MAX-SAT framework for learning, where the
constraints are derived from the executability of the given
plan traces, as well as the preconditions/effects of the given
incomplete model [Yang et al., 2007; Zhuo et al., 2010]. Un-
like traditional macro-action learners which use macros to in-
crease the efficiency of planning (in the context of a complete
model), our motivation for learning macros is to increase the
accuracy (robustness) of the plans generated with the refined
model. We demonstrate the effectiveness of our approach,
called RIM which stands for Refining Incomplete planning
domain Models through plan traces, and present a systematic
empirical evaluation that demonstrates how RIM exploits the
incomplete models as well as learned macro actions.

We organize the paper as follows. We first review related
work, and then present the formal details of our framework.
After that, we give a detailed description of RIM algorithm.
Finally, we evaluate RIM in three planning domains and con-
clude our work with a discussion on future work.

2 Related Work

As we mentioned, there has been prior work on action model
learning [Yang et al., 2007; Zhuo et al., 2010; Zettlemoyer
et al., 2005], but much of it focuses on from-scratch learn-
ing. We focus on learning in the presence of an existing in-
complete model. Starting from STRIPS [Fikes et al., 1972],
macro-operator learning has been a staple in automated plan-
ning (c.f. [Korf, 1985; Iba, 1989; Coles and Smith, 2007;
Botea et al., 2005; Newton et al., 2007]). All these efforts
however assume that the learner has access to a complete do-
main model, and are motivated mainly by the desire to re-
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duce the time taken for planning. In contrast, we cull and
use macro-operators to increase the accuracy of the incom-
plete model. In this sense, our work is similar in spirit to the
original case-based planning systems such as CHEF [Ham-
mond, 1989], and PLEXUS [Alterman, 1986] that try to use
plan traces (“cases”) to make-up for the lack of complete do-
main models. The main difference is that while case-based
planners focussed on case-level transfer, our approach takes a
more global view of first refining the incomplete model using
the learned models of primitive and macro actions.

3 Preliminaries and Problem Definition

A complete STRIPS domain is defined as a tuple M =
〈R,A〉, where R is a set of predicates with typed objects
and A is a set of action models. Each action model is a
quadruple 〈a, PRE(a),ADD(a),DEL(a)〉, where a is an ac-
tion name with zero or more parameters, PRE(a) is a pre-
condition list specifying the conditions under which a can be
applied, ADD(a) is an adding list and DEL(a) is a deleting
list indicating the effects of a. We denote RO as the set of
propositions instantiated from R with respect to a set of typed
objects O. Given M and O, we define a planning problem as
P = 〈O, s0, g〉, where s0 ⊆ RO is an initial state, g ⊆ RO

are goal propositions. A solution plan to P with respect to
model M is a sequence of actions p = 〈a1, a2, . . . , an〉 that
achieves goal g starting from s0.

An action model 〈a, PRE(a),ADD(a),DEL(a)〉 is consid-
ered incomplete if there are predicates missing in PRE(a),
ADD(a), or DEL(a). We denote Ã as a set of incomplete
action models, R̃ the set of predicates used in the specifica-
tion of Ã, and thus M̃ = 〈R̃, Ã〉 the corresponding incom-
plete STRIPS domain. Note that although action models in Ã
might have incomplete preconditions and effects, we assume
that no action model in A is missing, and that preconditions
and effects specified in Ã are correct.

We denote T as a set of plan traces, where each provides
a successful plan pi for problem Pi = 〈Oi, si0, g

i〉. A macro-
operator, a set of which is denoted by O, is defined by a tu-
ple 〈o, α(o), PRE(o),ADD(o),DEL(o)〉, where o is its name
with zero or more parameters, α(o) is an action sequence that
constitutes o, PRE(o), ADD(o), and DEL(o) respectively are
the precondition, add and delete lists of o. A tuple 〈o, α(o)〉
is called a macro-operator schema.

In this work, we are given a triple 〈P̃,M̃, T 〉 of planning
problem P̃ = 〈O, so, g〉, incomplete domain M̃ and set of
successful plan traces T . Our algorithm first refines the do-
main M̃ with more complete action models and new macro-
operators, resulting in the refined domain M̂R, and then use
it to solve the problem P̃ . We note that the model refinement
needs to be done only once, and the refined domain model
M̂R could be used to solve new planning problems.

An example input of our planning problem in blocks1

is shown in Figure 1, which is composed of three parts:
incomplete action models (Figure 1(a)), initial state s0 and
goal g (Figure 1(b)), and a plan example set (Figure 1(c)). In

1http://www.cs.toronto.edu/aips2000/

Figure 1(a), the dark parts indicate the missing predicates. In
Figure 1(c), p1 and p2 are two plan traces, where initial states
and goals are bracketed. An example output is a solution
to the planning problem given in Figure 1, i.e., “(unstack
C A)(putdown C)(pickup B)(stack B A)(pickup
C)(stack C B)(pickup D)(stack D C) ”.

pickup (?x - block)

pre: (handempty) (clear ?x) (ontable ?x)

eff: (holding ?x) (not (handempty)) (not (clear ?x)) (not (ontable ?x))

putdown (?x - block)

pre: (holding ?x)

eff: (ontable ?x) (clear ?x) (handempty) (not (holding ?x))

unstack (?x ?y block)

pre: (handempty) (on ?x ?y) (clear ?x)

eff: (holding ?x) (clear ?x) (not (clear ?x)) (not (on ?x ?y)) (not (handempty))

stack (?x ?y - block)

pre: (clear ?y) (holding ?x)

eff: (on ?x ?y) (clear ?x) (handempty) (not (clear ?y)) (not (holding ?x))

p1: {(clear b1) (clear b2) (clear b3) (clear b4) (ontable b1) (ontable b2)

(ontable b3) (ontable b4) (handempty)}, pickup(b3) stack(b3 b2) pickup(b1)

stack(b1 b3) pickup(b4) stack(b4 b1), {(on b4 b1) (on b1 b3) (on b3 b2)}

p2: {(clear b1) (ontable b2) (on b1 b3) (on b3 b2) (handempty)}, unstack(b1

b3) putdown(b1) unstack(b3 b2) putdown(b3) pickup(b1) stack(b1 b2)

pickup(b3) stack(b3 b1), {(on b3 b1) (on b1 b2)}

p3:

g: (on D C)

(on C B)

(on B A)

C

A

B

Ds0: (on C A)

(ontable A)

(clear C)

(ontable B) (ontable D)

(clear B) (clear D) (handempty)

C

A B D

(a). Incomplete action models

(b). Initial state s0 and goal g

(c). Plan examples

Figure 1: An input example of RIM for the blocks domain

4 The RIM Approach

Our RIM approach consists of two phases. In the first phase,
we learn macro-operators and action models with the given
plan traces T and the incomplete domain M̃. In the sec-
ond phase, we exploit the learned macro-operators and action
models in solving new planning problems. In the subsequent
subsections, we first address the learning phase in detail, and
then describe the planning phase briefly.

Our learning framework (the first phase) can be found in
Algorithm 1. It begins with the step of collecting sets of pred-
icates P , action schemas A and macro-operator schemas O

from incomplete action models Ã and plan traces T . In the
next two steps, it constructs sets of soft and hard constraints
to ensure that the learned domain model can best explain the
input plan traces and incomplete action models. Finally, we
solve these constraints using a weighted MAX-SAT solver to
obtain sets of macro-operators and (refined) action models.

Algorithm 1 Phase I: refining domain models

Input: incomplete action models Ã, and plan traces T .
Output: macro-operators O and action models A.

1: build sets of predicates, action schemas and macro-
operator schemas: (P,A,O)=build schemas(Ã, T );

2: build soft constraints: state constraints, pair constraints;
3: build hard constraints: macro constraints, action con-

straints, plan constraints and incompleteness constraints;
4: solve all constraints, and build O and A;
5: return O and A;
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4.1 Generating Predicates, Action and
Macro-operator Schemas

It is straightforward to construct the set of predicates P . We
first collect all predicates R̃ used in the given incomplete
action models Ã, and view them as the initial set of predi-
cates P . We then scan each proposition in plan traces and put
its corresponding predicates (by replacing parameters of the
proposition with variables) in P if it is not in P . Likewise, we
build a set of action schemas A by scanning all the incomplete
action models and plan traces.

There are no easy ways to construct macro-operator
schemas, since they neither exist in the plan traces nor
in the incomplete action models. We propose to construct
macro-operator schemas with the help of frequent pattern
mining techniques and incomplete action models. In partic-
ular, we consider an action subsequence that satisfies the
following two conditions to be a macro-operator schema:
(1) it frequently occurs in plan traces, the insight of which
implicitly suggests they are more likely to be used in fu-
ture problem solving; (2) its actions have strong connec-
tions with each other with respect to incomplete action mod-
els, which suggests these actions are more likely to be suc-
cessfully executed (i.e., with respect to the complete do-
main model). Note that we define the strength θ(o) of a
macro-operator o as θ(o) = #supported preconditions

#preconditions , where
#supported preconditions is the number of preconditions
supported by some actions in o, and #preconditions is the
total number of preconditions of actions in o.

Any action subsequence can be considered a macro-
operator schema. However, learning too many macro-
operators is costly. We thus choose to eliminate those with
low frequency or strength by setting a support constant
δ0 for frequency and a threshold θ0 for strength.We bor-
row the notion of frequent patterns defined in [Zaki, 2001;
Pei et al., 2004] to mine the frequent plan fragments. The
problem of mining sequential patterns can be stated as fol-
lows. Let I = {i1, i2, . . . , in} be a set of n items. We call a
subset X ⊆ I an itemset and |X| the size of X . A sequence is
an ordered list of itemsets, denoted by s = 〈s1, s2, . . . , sm〉,
where sj is an itemset. The size of a sequence is the number
of itemsets in the sequence, i.e., |s| = m. The length l of a
sequence s = 〈s1, s2, . . . , sm〉 is defined as l =

∑m
i=1 |si|.

A sequence sa = 〈a1, a2, . . . , an〉 is a subsequence of an-
other sequence sb = 〈b1, b2, . . . , bm〉 if there exist integers
1 ≤ i1 < i2 < . . . < in ≤ m such that a1 ⊆ bi1 , a2 ⊆
bi2 , . . . , an ⊆ bin , denoted by sa � sb. A sequence database
S is a set of tuples 〈sid, s〉, where sid is a sequence id and s
is a sequence. A tuple 〈sid, s〉 is said to contain a sequence
a, if a is a subsequence of s. The support of a sequence a in
a sequence database S is the number of tuples in the database
containing a, i.e., supS(a) = |{〈sid, s〉|(〈sid, s〉 ∈ S)∩(a �
s)}|. Given a positive integer δ as the support threshold, we
call a a frequent sequence if supS(a) ≥ δ. Given a sequence
database and the support threshold, frequent sequential pat-
tern mining problem is to find the complete set of sequential
patterns whose supports are larger than the threshold.

We convert the set of plan traces to a sequence database in
order to make use of the frequent pattern mining algorithm
for extracting macro-operators. Given that different action

instances with the same action name share the same model
description (i.e., preconditions/effects), we view each action
name (parameters omitted) in plan traces as an itemset, which
has only one element, and a plan trace as a sequence. The set
of plan traces can now be viewed as a sequence database.
In addition, we restrict the indices of itemsets of the mined
frequent subsequence to be continuous. In this way, we can
exploit a frequent pattern mining algorithm, such as SPADE
[Zaki, 2001], to mine a set of frequent subsequences.

Furthermore, after mining a set of frequent action subse-
quences, we consider the parameter constraints of actions. For
example, consider frequent action subsequence “putdown
unstack stack ”. There may be two scenarios in two
different plan traces, which are “(putdown A)(unstack
B C)(stack B A) ” and “(putdown a)(unstack b
c)(stack b d) ”. These two subsequences should not
be seen as the same macro-operator, since they represent
different meanings. Specifically, the first scenario produces
an effect “(on B A) ”, while the second scenario produces
an effect “(clear a) ”. Note that objects “A” and “a”
are two instances of the same variable, likewise for other
objects. As such, we consider these two scenarios as two
macro-operator schemas, as shown in Table 1.

Table 1: The example macro-operator schemas
(:macro macro1
(:parameters ?x - block ?y - block ?z - block)
(:actions (putdown ?x) (unstack ?y ?z) (stack ?y ?x)))
(:macro macro2
(:parameters ?x - block ?y - block ?z - block ?w - block)
(:actions (putdown ?x) (unstack ?y ?z) (stack ?y ?w)))

To sum up, we perform the following three steps to gener-
ate macro-operator schemas:

1. We first mine a set of subsequences F from T , whose
frequencies are larger than the preset support constant
δ0, neglecting the parameters of actions in T .

2. We then take the parameters of actions in F into consid-
eration, obtaining a new set of action subsequences with
corresponding parameters. We eliminate parameterized
subsequences whose frequencies are smaller than δ0 and
whose strengths are larger than the preset constant θ0,
resulting in a new set of frequent subsequences F ′.

3. Finally, we build macro-operator schemas O from
action subsequences in F ′ with all corresponding
parameters. As mentioned above, Table 1 shows
example macro-operator schemas constructed from
action subsequences “(putdown ?x)(unstack ?y
?z)(stack ?y ?x) ” and “(putdown ?x)(unstack
?y ?z)(stack ?y ?w) ”.

4.2 Building Soft Constraints

The next step in RIM enforces several constraints on all pos-
sible complete precondition and effect descriptions of actions
and macro-operators using the inputted incomplete action
models. These constraints are designed to be soft, directing
the MAX-SAT algorithm towards learning the most probable
complete description of actions and macro-operators.
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State Constraints

We first build soft constraints encoding possible precondi-
tions and effects of actions and macro-operators implied by
state transitions in plan traces. We preprocess plan traces
using incomplete action models to obtain more state infor-
mation for building state constraints. To do this, we sim-
ply “execute” each plan trace starting from its initial state,
and calculate (incomplete) states between actions using in-
complete action models. In particular, given a plan trace
t = 〈s0, a1, . . . , sn−1, an, g〉, we execute t from s0 using the
incomplete action models Ã, and calculate states si as fol-
lows: si = ÃDD(ai) ∪ P̃RE(ai+1) ∪ D̃EL(ai+1).

Note that in defining si we do not consider information
from previous states sj (j < i) due to the incompleteness
of models (i.e., we cannot determine whether propositions in
previous states are deleted by their next actions when propo-
sitions are not in the delete lists of these actions).2 We also
assume that actions do not delete propositions that are nonex-
istent, i.e., if p ∈ D̃EL(ai+1), p should be in ai+1’s previous
state si. We denote the resulting set of plan traces by T ′.

By observation, in T ′ we find that if a predicate frequently
appears before an action or macro-operator is executed, and
its parameters are also parameters of the action or operator,
then the predicate is likely to be its precondition. Similarly,
if a predicate frequently appears after an action or operator is
executed, it is likely to be one of its effects. We encode this
information in the form of state constraints as follows:3

1. For each predicate p in the state where action a is exe-
cuted and PARA(p) ⊆ PARA(a), we have p ∈ PRE(a).

2. For each predicate p in the state where operator o is ap-
plied and PARA(p) ⊆ PARA(o), we have p ∈ PRE(o).

3. For each predicate p in the state after action a is executed
and PARA(p) ⊆ PARA(a), we have p ∈ ADD(a).

4. For each predicate p in the state after operator o is ap-
plied and PARA(p) ⊆ PARA(o), we have p ∈ ADD(o).

We denote the set of the above constraints by SC. We scan
all plan traces in T ′ and count the occurrences of each con-
straint in T ′. We assign the number of occurrences as the
weight of the corresponding constraint.

Pair Constraints

It is likely that actions that frequently occur together have in-
timate relationships, such as one action providing conditions
for its next action. We would like to capture this information
to help learn action models.

Let α(o) = 〈a1, . . . , an〉 be an action sequence of macro-
operator o ∈ O. Since 〈a1, . . . , an〉 frequently occur to-
gether, as presented in Step 1 of Algorithm 1, ai is likely
providing conditions for ai+1 (0 < i < n), whose pa-
rameters are included by both ai and ai+1. We formulate
the idea with the following constraints: for each predicate

2An alternative approach that more fully exploits the partial
model, that we hope to investigate in future, is to allow previous
state information, but make the weight of the persisting conditions
to be lower than the immediate conditions

3We denote PARA(p), PARA(a) and PARA(o) as the set of pa-
rameters involed in predicate p, action a and macro-operator o.

p, if PARA(p) ⊆ (PARA(ai) ∩ PARA(ai+1)), then p ∈
ADD(ai) ∧ p ∈ PRE(ai+1).

We call these constraints pair constraints. The weights
of these constraints are the frequencies the macro-operators,
computed when building macro-operator schemas.

4.3 Building Hard Constraints

In this subsection, we enforce a set of hard constraints that
must be satisfied by action models and macro-operators.

Macro Constraints

Given action sequence α(o) = 〈a1, . . . , an〉 of o and models
of each action ai, we require that preconditions of o should
provide sufficient conditions for executing all actions ai; ef-
fects of o should include those that are created and not deleted
by the action sequence. That is to say, the following con-
straints should hold:

1. For each action ai and predicate p, if p ∈ PRE(ai) and
there is no action aj prior to ai that adds p, then p ∈
PRE(o) holds.

2. For each action ai and predicate p, if p ∈ ADD(ai)
and there is no action aj after ai that deletes p and
p �∈ PRE(o), then p ∈ ADD(o) holds.

3. For each action ai and predicate p, if p ∈ DEL(ai) and
there is no action aj after ai that adds p and p ∈ PRE(o),
then p ∈ DEL(o) holds.

Action Constraints

To make sure that the learned action models are consistent
with the STRIPS language, we further enforce some con-
straints, called action constraints, on different actions. We
formulate the constraints as follows [Yang et al., 2007] and
denote them by AC:

1. An action may not add a fact (instantiated atom) which
already exists before the action is applied. This con-
straint can be encoded as: p ∈ ADD(a) ⇒ p �∈ PRE(a).

2. An action may not delete a fact which does not exist be-
fore the action is applied. This constraint can be encoded
as: p ∈ DEL(a) ⇒ p ∈ PRE(a).

Plan Constraints

We require that the action models learned do not violate the
correctness of plan traces. This requirement is imposed on the
relationship between ordered actions in plan traces, ensuring
that the causal links in the plan traces are not broken. That is,
for each precondition p of an action aj in a plan trace, either p
is in the initial state, or there is an action ai (i < j) prior to aj
that adds p and there is no action ak (i < k < j) between ai
and aj that deletes p. We formulate the constraints as follows
and denote them by PC:

p ∈ PRE(aj)∧ (p ∈ s0 ∨ (p ∈ ADD(ai)∧¬p �∈ DEL(ak))),

where i < k < j.

Incomplete Model Constraints

Finally, we enforce constraints ensuring that preconditions
and effects in the given action models, though incomplete,
are correctly specified. In other words, for each action a ∈ A
and predicate p, we have

p ∈ P̃RE(a) → p ∈ PRE(a),
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and
p ∈ ÃDD(a) → p ∈ ADD(a),

and
p ∈ D̃EL(a) → p ∈ DEL(a).

To make sure these constraints are hard, we assign a large
enough weight, denoted by wmax, to these constraints. In our
experiment, we simply chose the maximal weight of state
constraints and macro constraints as the value of wmax.

4.4 Solving Constraints

We put all constraints together and solve them with a
weighted MAX-SAT solver [LI et al., 2007]. We exploit
MaxSatz [LI et al., 2007] to solve all the hard constraints,
and attain a true or false assignment to maximally satisfy
the weighted constraints. Given the solution assignment, the
construction of macro-operators O and action models A is
straightforward; e.g., if “p ∈ ADD(a)” is assigned true in the
result of the solver, p will be converted into an effect of a.

4.5 Phase II: Solving Planning Problems

With the macro-operators and action models learned, we can
easily solve new planning problems using planners, such
as FF.4 We view each macro-operator as a special action
model during planning, neglecting its corresponding action
sequence. We make a minor modification to FF to make it
prefer applying macro-operators during searching. Macros in
the plan returned will then be replaced by corresponding ac-
tion subsequences, resulting in the solution for problem P̃ .

5 Experiments

5.1 Dataset and Criterion

We evaluate RIM algorithm in three planning domains:
blocks2, driverlog5 and depots4. In each domain, we gener-
ate from 30 to 150 plan traces for learning domain models
and 50 new planning problems for testing the learnt domain
models.

We define the accuracy Acc as the percentage of correctly
solved planning problems. Specifically, we employ RIM to
generate solutions to planning problems, and execute these
solutions from the initial states using ground truth action
models which are assumed to be correct. In other words, we
assume that we possess a set of ground truth action models
for testing RIM. If a solution can be successfully executed,
achieving the corresponding goals, then it is considered to be
correct. We denote by Nc the number of planning problems
solved by these correct solutions, and by Nt the number of
all testing problems. As a result, the accuracy of RIM can be
defined by Acc = Nc

Nt
.

5.2 Experimental Results

We evaluate RIM in the following aspects. We first compare
the accuracies of solving planning problems using domain
models learnt by RIM and ARMS, to see the advantage of
the learnt macro-operators in solving planning problems. We
then test the variation of accuracies of RIM with respect to

4http://fai.cs.uni-saarland.de/hoffmann/ff.html
5http://planning.cis.strath.ac.uk/competition/

different percentages of completeness of domain models and
different thresholds of frequencies forming macro-operators.
Finally, we show the running time to see the efficiency of
RIM. In all experiments, we set the threshold for strength of
all macro-operators θ0 = 0.25.

Comparison between RIM and ARMS

To see the benefit we get from the learnt macro-operators,
we compare RIM and ARMS like this: we first learn macro-
operators and action models using RIM and solve 50 new
planning problems using the learnt models; we then learn
action models using ARMS and solve the same 50 planning
problems with the learnt action models. Note that since ARMS
constructs action models from only plan traces, we also as-
sume empty action models in using RIM. Thus, the only dif-
ference is that RIM learns both action models and macro-
operators to further support robust plan synthesis. The thresh-
old δ0 is set to be 15.
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Figure 2: Comparison between ARMS and RIM

Figure 2 shows the accuracies of the two approaches. We
can see that the accuracies of RIM are generally better than
ARMS, which suggests that the learned macro-operators in-
deed help solve new planning problems. This is because
macro-operators with high frequencies contribute helpful in-
formation for searching correct actions. We can also find that
as expected, when the number of plan traces increases, the
accuracies are also getting higher. This is consistent with our
intuition, since the more plan traces we have, the more infor-
mation is available for learning high-quality domain models
(including both macro-operators and action models), and thus
helpful for solving new planning problems. It is likely that
RIM may produce longer solutions because of its preferences
for using macro-operators. However, in the experiments we
observe that the average length of solutions of RIM is not sig-
nificantly higher, compared to not using macro-operators. For
example, consider using 150 plan traces for learning in the
blocks domain. The average length of solutions is 18 when
using action models learnt by ARMS; while the average length
of solutions (to the same problems as solved by ARMS) is 21
when using preferences of macro-operators learnt by RIM.
This is reasonable given that the plans with macro-operators
have higher quality.

Accuracies with respect to incomplete action models

We also would like to see the impact of the input incomplete
action models. We vary the percentage of known precondi-
tions or effects of action models from 20% to 100%, and run
RIM three times to calculate the average for accuracies. We
fix the number of plan traces to be 90 and keep the same
threshold of frequencies δ0 = 15 as the previous part.
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Figure 3: Accuracies w.r.t. completeness of action models.

The result is shown in Figure 3. We find that in all three do-
mains the accuracies generally get higher when the percent-
ages for model completeness increase. The results indicate
that the input incomplete action models encoded as hard con-
straints in RIM are helpful for acquiring high-quality macro-
operators and action models. As an extreme case, when the in-
put action models are complete, i.e., the percentage is 100%,
all test problems can be correctly solved given the learned do-
main models.6 This is because the macro-operators learned
are also complete based on the hard macro constraints, which
suggests that we can solve the test problems correctly using
the learnt macro-operators.

Accuracies with respect to frequency thresholds

We also studied the impact of different frequency thresholds
δ0, which is used in mining macro-operators, in synthesizing
correct plans. We set the number of plan traces to be 90, and
the percentage of known preconditions and effects of action
models to be 60%. The result is shown in Figure 4.
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Figure 4: Accuracies w.r.t. different thresholds of frequencies.

We find that the accuracies in all three domains go up at the
beginning and then go down after the threshold δ0 reaches a
large value (e.g., 15). This indicates that the threshold should
neither be too low nor too high, since many noisy macro-
operators will be learned when the threshold is too low, and
many high-quality macro-operators will be missed when it is
too high. The correctness of solution plans decreases in both
cases. For our experiment data, we empirically observe the
best threshold should be 15 with respect to 90 plan traces.

The plots in Figure 4 also shed light on whether macros
provide additional benefit when learning in conjunction with
partial models. For a given partial model, when we increase
the threshold for macro frequency too high–thereby effec-
tively eliminating macros from the learned model–the plan-
ner accuracy reduces. This demonstrates that even with par-
tial models (domain knowledge), macros do help in improv-
ing the planner accuracy. Part of the reason is that the learned
macro actions improve the learned primitive actions too. This
synergy happens because we build pair constraints based on
macro actions as well as partial model to improve the learning
of primitive actions.

6We use only solvable test problems in the experiment.

Running time

To study the efficiency of RIM, we ran RIM over 50 plan-
ning problems and calculated the average solving time with
respect to different number of plan traces in the driverlog do-
main. The result is shown in Figure 5. As can be seen from
the figure, the running time increases polynomially with the
number of input plan traces. This can be verified by fitting
the relationship between the number of plan traces and the
running time to a performance curve with a polynomial of
order 2 or 3. For example, the fit polynomial in Figure 5 is
−0.0289x2 + 14.62x − 39.6. The results for the other two
domains are similar to driverlog, i.e., the running time also
polynomially increases as plan traces increase.
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Figure 5: The running time of RIM for domain driverlog.

6 Conclusion

In this paper, we presented a system called RIM for learning
domain models for planning with incomplete models. RIM
is able to integrate knowledge from both incomplete domain
models and a set of plan traces to produce solutions to new
planning problems. With the incomplete domain models and
plan traces, we first learn a set of macro-operators as well
as a set of updated action models, and then solve new plan-
ning problems using the learned models. Our approach is well
suited for scenarios where the planner is limited to incom-
plete models of the domain, but does have access to a set
of plan traces that are correct with respect to the complete
(but unknown) domain theory. Although in the current paper
we focused on incomplete but correct initial models, our ap-
proach can also handle incorrect initial models. All that is
needed is to make the precondition and effect constraints also
be soft constraints rather than hard as they are in the current
setup. Another optional solution to our problem is to directly
mine a set of frequent (i.e., highly related to the problem)
plan fragments and “concatenate” these fragments with the
help of incomplete models to form the final solution, rather
than refining incomplete domain models, as presented in our
parallel work ML-CBP [Zhuo et al., 2013]. In the future we
are interested in comparing RIM and ML-CBP.
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